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SUBJECT: DEPSEC'S CONVERSATION WITH PRESIDENT BHUTTO

1. SUMMARY: DURING DEPSEC'S MEETING WITH PRESIDENT BHUTTO APRIL 26, LATTER EXPRESSED CONCERN OVER MUJIB'S CONTINUED RIGIDITY, BUT THOUGHT DENT HAD BEEN MADE IN SOUTH ASIAN PROBLEMS WITH RECENT INDO/BANGLADESH DECLARATION. REAFFIRMED GOP READINESS BEGIN TALKS WITH INDIANS, EXPRESSED APPREHENSIONS RE SOVIET AMBITIONS, NOTED MUTUALITY OF INTERESTS WITH IRAN IN THIS RESPECT AND URGED US CONSIDER ITS INTEREST IN PAKISTAN IN SAME context ITS INTERESTS IN IRAN. DEPSEC REAFFIRMED BACKING FOR SIMLA PROCESS IN WHICH US WOULD BE SYMPATHETIC OBSERVER, ASSURED BHUTTO THAT IN ITS PURSUIT OF PEACE AND DEFENCE, US WOULD REMAIN CLOSE AND STRONG FRIEND OF PAKISTAN.
END SUMMARY

1. DEPSEC'S MEETING WITH PRESIDENT BHUTTO INCLUDED MINISTER OF STATE AHMED, DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF PLANNING COMMISSION ISLAM, FINANCE MINISTER HASAN, PRESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT RAZA, AND FONSEC ALVIE, ON PAK SIDE. ASSISTANT SECRETARY SISCO, CHARGE SOBER AND LAINGEN PRESENT ON US SIDE.

2. DEPSEC OPENED CONVERSATION WITH REFERENCE TO JULY VISIT BY BHUTTO TO WASHINGTON (SFTEL). NOTED GOOD DISCUSSION HE HAD HAD WITH MINISTER AHMED THAT MORNING BUT SAID HE WOULD ALSO VALUE REVIEW FROM PRESIDENT BHUTTO OF SITUATION IN AREA.

3. PRESIDENT BHUTTO RESPONDED WITH DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EVOLUTION HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH MUJIB SINCE ASSUMING THE PRESIDENCY IN DECEMBER 1971. GIST WAS THAT BHUTTO HAD MADE REPEATED EFFORTS THROUGHOUT PERIOD SINCE THAT TIME TO ACHIEVE MEETING OR AT LEAST SOME FLEXIBILITY FROM MUJIB. RESULTS HAD BEEN NIL. HOWEVER, BHUTTO WOULD CONTINUE PRESSING FOR SOME RESPONSE FROM MUJIB BECAUSE IT WAS OBVIOUSLY IMPORTANT FOR PAKISTAN TO FACE REALITY AND FIND WAY TO DEFUSE PROBLEMS IN AREA. BHUTTO THOUGHT THAT SOME DENT HAD BEEN MADE IN PROBLEM; HE WOULD CONTINUE THESE EFFORTS BUT IF THEY WERE TO BE SUCCESSFUL MUJIB MUST ASSIST AND INDIA TOO. RECOGNITION WAS NO VICTORY FOR PAKISTAN; IT WOULD BE FOR MUJIB AND IT WOULD BE SATISFACTION FOR INDIA. PAKISTAN, HOWEVER MUST CONSIDER THE LONG TERM IMPACT OF SUCH ACTION, INCLUDING IMPLICATIONS FOR RESOLUTION OTHER PROBLEMS WITH INDIA AND PARTICULARLY KASHMIR. ON LATTER, IT WAS "NOT IN THE CARDS" THAT INDIA WOULD WALK OUT OF KASHMIR SO THAT AGAIN PAKISTAN WOULD HAVE TO BEAR THE BRUNT OF A SETTLEMENT.

4. THUS, SOME FLEXIBILITY FROM MUJIB WAS ESSENTIAL. INSTEAD, MUJIB CONTINUED TO HARP ON SUCH THINGS AS WAR CRIMES, TRIALS, WHICH IF PURSUED,
WOULD AMOUNT TO "PALM TREE JUSTICE" AND WOULD BRING POINT OF NO RETURN WITH ALL THE ADVERSE IMPACT THIS WOULD HAVE IN PAKISTAN. ONLY A MONTH AGO HE HAD HAD TO QUELL AN OFFICERS' PLOT; IT WAS UNREASONABLE TO EXPECT THAT AFTER LONG MILITARY RULE IN PAKISTAN, CONCEPT OF CIVILIAN SUPREMACY WOULD BE EASILY ESTABLISHED. HOWEVER, MAJOR NEED NOW WAS TO PRESERVE DEMOCRACY AND PREVENT ARBITRARY MILITARY RULE. SINCE IF MILITARY TOOK OVER, THERE WOULD BE CIVIL WAR AND SPLIT WITHIN MILITARY ITSELF, ALL RESULTING IN SITUATION THAT SOVIETS, INDIANS, AND EVEN AFGHANS WOULD EXPLOIT TO THEIR ADVANTAGE. THUS, HIS REFERENCE TO POINT OF NO RETURN WAS NO IDLE TALK.

5. IT WAS BECAUSE OF PAKISTAN'S DESIRE FOR RECONCILIATION THAT IT HAD RESPONDED DELIBERATELY AND POSITIVELY TO RECENT INDO-BANGLADESH DECLARATION. BHUTTO REVIEWED AT SOME LENGTH PAKISTAN'S RESPONSE, INCLUDING PARTICULARLY GOP POSITION THAT IT WAS IMPORTANT TO MEET WITH INDIANS TO TALK AND AT LEAST IDENTIFY THE NATURE OF PROBLEMS THAT NOW PRESENTED THEMSELVES. PAKISTAN WOULD NOT BE "BOWLED OVER" BY INDIAN/BANGLADESH PRESSURES. PAK POSITION SHOULD BE SEEN AGAINST THE MAJOR PRINCIPLES PAKISTAN ESPoused; I.E., A READINESS TO ACCEPT REALITY OF BANGLADESH, A DESIRE TO CLOSE THE UNFORTUNATE CHAPTER OF PAST CONFRONTATION, AND A WILLINGNESS TO BUILD BRIDGES OF RECONCILIATION WITH BOTH INDIA AND BANGLADESH. UNDER NO CONDITION, HOWEVER, COULD PAKISTAN ACCEPT INDIAN DOMINANCE OR GREAT POWER PRETENSIONS; INDIA DID NOT HAVE THE MAKINGS OF A GREAT POWER. IF INDIA WANTED TO BE GREAT IT MUST BE MODEST; THAT WAS THE WAY GREAT NATIONS WERE MADE, BUT PAKISTAN DID NOT YET SEE THIS KIND OF APPROACH FROM INDIA.
6. DEPSEC RESPONDED WITH REAFFIRMATION STRONG FRIENDSHIP FELT BY PRESIDENT NIXON AND PEOPLE US FOR PAKISTAN AND THEIR DESIRE TO SEE PAKISTAN MAKE PROGRESS AS FREE AND ECONOMICALLY VIABLE STATE.

DEPSEC EMPHASIZED THAT PRESIDENT NIXON'S GLOBAL EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE PEACE, INCLUDING HIS MAJOR INITIATIVES WITH BOTH CHINESE AND RUSSIANS, DID NOT SUGGEST IN ANY WAY THAT WE WERE UNDER ANY ILLUSIONS ABOUT OBJECTIVES OF THESE POWERS, PARTICULARLY RUSSIANS. WHAT IT MEANT WAS THAT WE BELIEVED THAT IN A PERIOD OF NEGOTIATION AND DETENTE, US AS FREE SOCIETY HAD MAJOR ADVANTAGES OVER CLOSED SOCIETIES OF COMMUNIST STATES AND WOULD BE STRENGTHENED IN PROCESS. THESE EFFORTS AT DETENTE WOULD ALSO NOT BE TAKEN TO DETRIMENT OUR CLOSE RELATIONS WITH FRIENDS LIKE PAKISTAN. HE HAD TOLD BOTH MUJIB AND MRS. GANDHI THAT US SOUGHT GOOD RELATIONS WITH THEM, AT SAME TIME AS IT REMAINED
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GOOD FRIEND OF PAKISTAN, US HAD NO INTENTION TO STEP INTO MIDDLE OF SUBCONTINENTAL PROBLEMS BUT WOULD MAINTAIN STRONG INTEREST BECAUSE OF ITS HUMANITARIAN CONCERN AND BECAUSE TROUBLE IN SOUTH ASIA HAD POTENTIAL OF UNDERCUTTING BROAD PROGRESS TO PEACE WHICH PRESIDENT NIXON SOUGHT. PAKISTAN HAD ADVANTAGE IN STRONG LEADERSHIP OF PRESIDENT BHUTTO, BOTH IN HIS EXTRAORDINARY SKILL IN GUIDING HIS COUNTRY INTERNALLY AND HIS FARSIGHTED APPROACH IN SIMLA PROCESS. PAKISTAN ALSO HAD ASSET IN FRIENDSHIP OF GOOD NEIGHBOR AND STRONG LEADER LIKE SHAH OF IRAN WHO HAD EMPHASIZED TO DEPSEC DURING HIS VISIT TO TEHRAN THAT HE WOULD DO ALL IN HIS POWER TO ASSIST IN MAINTENANCE PAKISTAN'S INTEGRITY.

7. PRESIDENT BHUTTO RESPONDED WITH EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION FOR CONSTANT USG SUPPORT, PARTICULARLY ASSISTANCE OF PAST YEAR WHICH HAD DONE MUCH TO KEEP PAKISTAN OUT OF THE WOODS. PAKISTAN WOULD NEED CONTINUING HELP IN FUTURE, INCLUDING SUPPLY OF WHEAT WHERE IT HOPED TO BUILD UP EFFECTIVE BUFFER STOCKS. IT ALSO HOPED THAT THERE WOULD BE GREATER ASSISTANCE THAN IN PAST IN PROJECT AID CATEGORY. US HAD BEEN LARGE-HEARTED AND PAKISTAN APPRECIATED THAT.

8. BHUTTO CONCURRED IN DEPSEC'S REMARKS ABOUT STRENGTH AND VITALITY OF SHAH'S LEADERSHIP IN IRAN AND POTENTIAL OF THAT COUNTRY FOR AREA STABILITY. PAKISTAN HAD MUTUALITY OF INTERESTS WITH IRAN IN ITS APPROACH TO PROBLEMS OF AREA, SAID HE UNDERSTOOD WHY US WAS INCLINED TO "DRAW A LINE" AT EDGE OF IRAN IN TERMS OF ITS VITAL INTERESTS IN AREA BUT OUT OF REGARD FOR ITS BROADER INTERESTS IN AREA, HE HOPED THAT US WOULD CONSIDER DRAWING THAT LINE A BIT DEEPER. HE DID NOT THINK TO STOP SHORT OF PAKISTAN WAS HELPFUL TO US INTERESTS; PARTICULARLY SINCE PAKISTAN WAS DETERMINED TO MOVE AHEAD ECONOMICALLY AND COULD BE SOURCE OF GREAT STRENGTH TO US. BHUTTO COMMENTED "IN ALL HUMILITY" THAT HE FELT PERIOD OF BAD RELATIONS IN PAST BETWEEN US AND PAKISTAN, PARTICULARLY BETWEEN 1962 AND 1966, HAD NOT COME AS RESULT ACTIONS OF PAKISTAN BUT PERHAPS MORE FROM MISREADING BY US OF SITUATION IN AREA AT THE TIME, PARTICULARLY INDIAN INTENTIONS TOWARD
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CHINA. WHATEVER THE PAST, HOWEVER, THERE WAS NO REASON WHY US AND PAKISTAN SHOULD NOT HAVE CLOSEST OF TIES; NOT A SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP, SINCE THAT ERA WAS GONE, BUT RATHER ONE BASED ON MUTUAL INTEREST IN PEACE AND COMMON APPREHENSIONS REGARDING SOVIET AMBITIONS.

PAKISTAN'S APPREHENSIONS REGARDING SOVIET AMBITIONS PERSISTED DESPITE WHAT IT HAD COMMUNICATED TO SOVIETS ABOUT PAKISTAN'S GENUINE DESIRE TO HAVE A GOOD RELATIONSHIP. HE HAD TOLD SOVIETS THAT HE WANTED SUCH RELATIONSHIP SO LONG AS SOVIETS DID NOT SEEK TO PRESS PAKISTAN INTO DELERIOUS ARRANGEMENTS. UNFORTUNATELY, HOWEVER, SOVIETS HAD AMBITIONS IN THE AREA WHICH BHUTTO FEARED AMOUNTED TO DESIRE TO EXERCISE HEGEMONY. THEREFORE, PAKISTAN WOULD REMAIN CHARY. PAKISTAN COULD TALK AND REASON WITH AMERICANS, AS WELL AS WITH CHINESE, BUT RUSSIANS HAD MANNER OF BULLYING AND BROWBEATING AND NO SELF-RESPECTING NATION COULD ACCEPT THIS. THEY HAD ALSO INDOULGED IN VARIOUS ACTIONS THAT CONTRIBUTED TO POLITICAL INSTABILITY INSIDE PAKISTAN AND BHUTTO HAD WARNED SOVIET AMBASSADOR ABOUT THESE ACTIVITIES. HE HOPED THAT WORST OF THIS WAS NOW OVER.

10. DEPSEC RESPONDED THAT US OBVIOUSLY COULD NOT AND WOULD NOT "DRAW A LINE" OF KIND REFERRED TO BY BHUTTO. US WAS GLOBAL POWER AND DID NOT INTEND TO WITHDRAW ITS INTERESTS FROM ANY PART OF THE WORLD. US UNDER PRESIDENT NIXON HAD ADJUSTED ITS APPROACH TO WORLD PROBLEMS, REFLECTING CHANGED WORLD SITUATION, BUT AS IT WENT INTO ERA OF NEGOTIATION IT WAS NOT DOING SO WITHOUT CAREFUL EYE ON SOVIET AMBITIONS AND CERTAINLY NOT WITHOUT REGARD TO OUR INTERESTS IN CLOSE AND COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH COUNTRY LIKE PAKISTAN. US WOULD CONTINUE DOING EVERYTHING IT COULD TO CONTRIBUTE TO PAKISTAN'S OWN EFFORTS TO KEEP ITS FREEDOM AND BUILD FOR A STRONG FUTURE. FOR THE SAME REASON, US WAS DEEPLY INTERESTED IN AND SYMPATHETIC WITH PAKISTAN'S EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE RECONCILIATION AND PEACE IN SOUTH ASIA. PRESIDENT NIXON WOULD REMAIN FULLY MINDFUL OF THESE INTERESTS AND PARTICULARLY OF NEED TO MAINTAIN US MILITARY STRENGTH IN DEALINGS WITH RUSSIANS. OUR FRIENDS LIKE PAKISTAN COULD...
REST ASSURED THAT US WOULD REMAIN STRONG AND WOULD REMAIN CLOSE FRIEND. PRESIDENT BHUTTO RESPONDED THAT THIS WAS SOURCE OF MUCH SATISFACTION TO PAKISTAN, NOW AS IT HAD BEEN IN THE PAST. PAKISTAN KNEW THAT THE US HAD NEVER USED ITS GREAT STRENGTH AGAINST PEACE AND THAT IT WOULD NOT DO SO IN FUTURE.

11. OTHER SUBJECTS SEPTELS. RUSH